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PHYSICAL REVIEW B, VOLUME 65, 195414
Work function dependent neutralization of low-energy noble gas ions

R. Cortenraad,1 A. W. Denier van der Gon,1 H. H. Brongersma,1,* S. N. Ermolov,2 and V. G. Glebovsky2
1Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

2Institute of Solid State Physics, Chernogolovka Moscow distr., 142432 Russia
~Received 31 October 2001; published 29 April 2002!

The work function dependence of the neutralization of low-energy He1, Ne1, and Ar1 ions was studied by
determining the neutralization probability of ions scattered from submonolayer coverages of Ba on W~110! and
Re~0001! substrates. At high work functions~.3.5 eV!, it was found that the dominant neutralization mecha-
nism for noble gas ions with initial energy between 2 and 5 keV scattering from Ba is collision-induced
neutralization. The neutralization probability for this mechanism was found to be insensitive to work function
changes. We argue that collision-induced neutralization is also the dominant charge transfer process for scat-
tering from other earth-alkali and alkali elements in this energy range, although at lower energies it is expected
that Auger neutralization will become important. At work functions below roughly 3.5 eV, resonant neutral-
ization to the first excited level of the noble gas ions occurs in addition to the charge transfer processes
operating at high work functions. We show that the additional neutralization at low work functions can be
described using resonant charge exchange theory. Due to resonant neutralization, the neutralization probability
for noble gas ions increases exponentially with decreasing work function.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.195414 PACS number~s!: 61.18.Bn; 34.50.Dy
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy ion scattering~LEIS! using noble gas ions is
a surface analysis technique that only probes the outerm
atomic layer of the surface. This extreme surface sensiti
is the result of the high neutralization probability of nob
gas ions during interaction with the surface atoms. Althou
LEIS is widely applied for investigations of the outermo
atomic layer of many different types of solid surfaces, t
neutralization mechanisms of noble gas ions have not
been indisputably established and are still the subjec
many investigations.

The subject of this paper is the work function depende
of the neutralization of noble gas ions. The neutralizat
mechanisms at low work functions are especially interes
because LEIS studies have shown a strong influence of
work function on the neutralization probability.1–7 Several
authors have suggested that at low work functions noble
ions can be neutralized by a mechanism involving a~reso-
nant! charge transfer to the first excited level of the ion.2,4,8

However, a systematic investigation of the work functi
dependence of the neutralization probability at low wo
functions is absent in the literature.

We have investigated the neutralization behavior of He1,
Ne1, and Ar1 noble gas ions over a work function rang
extending from 6 eV down to 2 eV. The work function vari
tion for these investigations was induced by adsorbing Ba
W~110! and Re~0001! single crystals. The neutralizatio
probability for noble gas ions scattered from these syste
was determined using the characteristic velocity method.5,9,10

From the observed work function dependence of the neu
ization, combined with results from neutralization studies
ported in the literature, the nature of the neutralizat
mechanisms is deduced. In Sec. II a short overview of
possible neutralization mechanism for noble gas ions
given. For clarity, in this overview we have already incorp
rated to some extent the conclusions from our investigatio
0163-1829/2002/65~19!/195414~10!/$20.00 65 1954
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In the following sections of this paper we present the e
dence for these conclusions. The experiments and the m
ods used to vary the work function are described in Sec.
Subsequently, in Sec. IV we present and discuss the re
of our investigations. The main conclusions are summari
in Sec. V.

II. NEUTRALIZATION MECHANISMS

In LEIS, noble gas ions are directed onto the surface
the ions that scatter back from the surface are analyzed.
to the interactions with the surface atoms, ions can be n
tralized by several neutralization mechanisms: Auger n
tralization ~AN!, collision-induced neutralization~CIN!, and
resonant neutralization~RN!. The acronyms AN, CIN, and
RN will be used throughout the remainder of the paper
indicate the respective neutralization mechanisms. Along
ion trajectory each of these mechanisms can occur at a
cific interaction distance, which is different for the variou
mechanisms. Neutralization along the trajectory can be
vided into three sections:11,12 ~1! the incoming trajectory,
~2! the violent collision, and~3! the outgoing trajectory.
Which mechanism~s! takes place depends on the ion-targ
combination, on the work function of the system, and on
energy of the ion. Several mechanisms may be opera
simultaneously.

A. Auger neutralization

In AN, an electron is transferred from the metal condu
tion band of the surface to the ground state of the ion.13,14

The energy surplus of this transition is used to emit a sec
electron from the conduction band~see Fig. 1!. Auger neu-
tralization can take place when there is sufficient over
between the orbitals of the ion and the surface atoms, wh
is the case at a distance of approximately 1–2 Å.8,15 The
neutralization probability depends on the density of electr
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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available for the transition and is in first-order approximati
proportional to the square of the electron density of the ta
atoms since two electrons are involved in the process.16 The
transition probability thus depends on the ion-target com
nation. Furthermore, the neutralization probability depe
on the velocity of the ion: a slow ion spends more tim
within the spatial region where Auger transitions can ta
place and therefore has a large neutralization probability

Since the pioneering work by Hagstrum,13,14AN is often
assumed to be the dominant neutralization mechanism
noble gas ions due to the large ionization potentials of
ground state of the ions~see Table I!. However, in this paper
we show that the Auger process plays no significant role
the neutralization of noble gas ions scattered from alkali
alkali-earth elements, with an initial energy between 2 an
keV. Note that here we only consider small impact para
eters that are required for ions to be backscattered~the im-
pact parameter ranges between 0.02 and 0.09 Å in these
ies, the distance of closest approach between 0.1 and 0.!.
At large impact parameters occurring for lower energies
smaller scattering angles, AN is expected to play an imp
tant role.

B. Collision-induced neutralization

Several experimental and theoretical investigations h
questioned the assumed dominance of the Auger mecha
and suggested that noble gas ions can also be neutra
during the violent collision between the ion and targ
atom.11,12,17–19Much work on this subject was performed b
Boers12 and later by Soudaet al.17 For the neutralization
process at close encounter we will use the term C
~collision-induced neutralization!, as introduced by Soud
et al.17

During the violent collision between ion and target ato
the ground state of the ion can be promoted due to its in
action with the core levels of the target atom.20–22At small
distances, of the order of 0.5 Å, the ground state of the io
aligned with the bottom of the conduction band, enabl

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the different neutraliza
mechanisms. RN: resonant neutralization. AN: Auger neut
ization. CIN: collision-induced neutralization.
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resonant charge exchange between the ground state an
levels at the bottom of the band~see Fig. 1!. Consequently,
the noble gas ions can be neutralized, and ions that w
neutralized on the incoming trajectory can b
re-ionized.8,15,17,22,23 The probability for CIN ~and re-
ionization! depends strongly on the ion-target combinatio
because the ground-state promotion depends on the ener
the ground state relative to the core levels of the tar
atom.20,21The neutralization probability furthermore depen
on the velocity of the ion, which determines the time ava
able for resonant charge transfer to the ground state.

In this paper we argue that CIN is an important neutr
ization mechanism for noble gas ions scattered from al
and alkali-earth elements. Moreover, at high work functio
it is the dominant neutralization mechanism for the
elements.

C. Resonant neutralization

Neutralization of noble gas ions is also possible by re
nant electron transfer to the first excited level of the ion. T
mechanism is similar to neutralization for alkali ions,24,25

where the energy of the ground state is comparable to
first excited level of noble gas ions. Although several stud
have suggested the possibility for this mechanism,2,4,8 here
we show it does indeed take place, but only at low wo
functions. Moreover, at work functions of the order of 2 e
RN may become the dominant mechanism for noble
ions.

The RN can be described as follows. When an ion is n
the surface, the population of the shifted and broadened l
is in equilibrium with the substrate and will become occ
pied up to the Fermi edge~see Fig. 1!. Along the outgoing
trajectory, the charge exchange rate decreases with incr
ing distance and becomes small compared to the rate of l
shifting and narrowing. At a distance referred to as the fre
ing distance the equilibrium is ‘‘frozen’’~approximately of
2–4 Å!, and the extent to which the level is filled at th
distance determines the charge fraction.26,27 With increasing
velocity of the ions, the freezing distance decreases, and
sequently the neutralization probability decreases. Furt
more, from Fig. 1 it is also apparent that the neutralizat
probability is determined by the position of the Fermi ed
and thus depends on the work function.

Due to RN, the noble gas ions are in an excited state
they leave the surface. Deexcitation of the excited noble
ion cannot take place by a direct transition of the electron
the ground state under the emission of a photon@according to
Hund’s rules this is a forbidden transition withD l 50 (2s
→1s)#. Therefore, deexcitation has to occur through Aug
deexcitation or autodetachment.28–32 The transition rates of
these deexcitation processes are approximately one ord
magnitude smaller than the transition rates for reson
charge exchange.28,33Therefore, it is expected that RN to th
first excited level can in first order be treated without taki
deexcitation into account.

D. Neutralization probability

Despite the fundamental differences between these n
tralization mechanisms, the neutralization probability f

n
l-
4-2
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WORK FUNCTION DEPENDENT NEUTRALIZATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 195414
each mechanism has a similar dependence on the veloci
the ion. The probability that the incident ion leaves the s
face as an ion after interaction~s! with the surface atom~s! is
represented by the ion fractionP1, which depends on the
ion velocity v according to14,25,34

P15exp @2vc~1/v !#. ~1!

The characteristic velocityvc is a measure for the neutraliza
tion rate, where the physical parameters that determine
characteristic velocity depend on the type of mechanism.
exact definition of the reciprocal ion velocity 1/v depends on
the neutralization mechanism and whether the interaction
volves only the direct scattering partner or more neighbor
surface atoms. AN takes place at a distance of approxima
1–2 Å from the scattering partner and can involve neighb
ing atoms on the incoming and outgoing trajectories. The
fore, the reciprocal ion velocity is defined as 1/v51/v i

'

11/v f
' , wherev i

' andv f
' are the velocities of the ion nor

mal to the surface on the incoming and outgoing trajector
respectively~Hagstrum model!.13,14 CIN involves only the
direct scattering partner, and the velocities relative to
target atom are used, defining the reciprocal ion velocity
1/v51/v i11/v f ~as in the Godfrey-Woodruff model!.10,35,36

For RN involving the first excited level, the neutralizatio
probability is determined at distances of 2–4 Å, and thus l
the Auger process the interaction involves more than
surface atom.25 Because the neutralization is determined h
on the outgoing trajectory, the reciprocal ion velocity is d
fined as 1/v51/v f

' . These different definitions of the recip
rocal ion velocity imply that the correct choice can only
made once the nature of the mechanism is known. Howe
independent of this choice, the neutralization behavior can
described by Eq.~1!, and only the magnitude of the chara
teristic velocity is influenced by the choice of 1/v. It should
thus be stressed that even when it is not known wh
mechanism is dominant, independent of the choice of
definition of the reciprocal velocity, the experimental resu
still obey Eq.~1! for the mechanisms discussed above. T
is also true if more than one mechanism contributes to
neutralization. The value of the characteristic velocity th
we obtain by fitting the experimental results will, howev
depend on the choice of our definition.

Here we have not discussed the quasiresonant core-
neutralization that takes place for some ion-target comb
tions, like, e.g., He1-Pb,34,37 since it is a rather exceptiona
process that yields an oscillatory neutralization behavior a
function of the velocity.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup

The investigations were performed in the UHV set
MiniMobis, which has a base pressure of 1310210 mbar and
is described elsewhere.5,38 Instrumentation was available fo
LEIS, Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!, and low-energy
electron diffraction~LEED!. The ion scattering was per
formed using He1, Ne1, and Ar1 noble gas ions with an
initial energy between 2 and 5 keV. The incident ion be
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was directed perpendicular to the surface, and the ions
scattered back over an angle of 136° were analyzed b
cylindrical mirror analyzer~CMA!. Auger electron spectros
copy was performed with the use of a grazing incidence e
tron beam, where electrons were directed towards the sam
at an angle of 10° with the surface plane. The Auger el
trons were detected by the same CMA as used for the
scattering. The work functions of the surfaces were deriv
from the onset of the secondary electron emission,39–41

where the secondary electrons were created by the AES e
tron beam. Since this method is a relative work functi
measurement technique, a clean W~110! substrate was use
as a reference@w55.4 eV ~Ref. 42!#. The characterization
and cleaning procedures of the W substrate have been
ported elsewhere.43

B. Methods of inducing the work function change

We adsorbed submonolayers of Ba atoms on W~110! and
Re~0001! single crystals in order to investigate the neutr
ization over a large work function range. The work functio
change induced by Ba adsorption is similar to the behav
observed in alkali-metal systems:44–46at each adsorption site
the charge donation to the substrate leads to the creation
dipole antiparallel to the surface dipole, thereby causin
decrease of the work function. Figure 2 shows the wo
function of the Ba/W~110! system as a function of Ba cov
erage~open circles!. The Ba coverage was deduced from t
Ba~512 eV!/W~169 eV! Auger signal ratio and calibrated b
assigning the work function minimum ofw51.8 eV to a
coverage ofuBa50.4 ML.42 One monolayer corresponds to
Ba density of 6.331014 atoms/cm2 for a close-packed hex
agonal structure. The accuracy of the coverage and w
function measurements is indicated by the error bars in F
2; for each curve, we show only one error bar for clarity, b

FIG. 2. Work function of the Ba/W~110! system vs the Ba cov-
erage~open circles!. The solid line represents the results of Gor
detskii and Melnik ~Ref. 47!. The work function of the Ba/O/
W~110! system is shown vs the oxygen exposure~solid circles!. For
clarity only one error bar is shown per curve to indicate the unc
tainty in the data points: the uncertainty for the other points on
curve are the same as for the point indicated.
4-3
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R. CORTENRAADet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 195414
the other points of the same curve have the same error b
The solid curve represents the results from Gorodetskii
Melnik for the work function of the Ba/W~110! system.47

The work function curve for the Ba/Re~0001! system is not
presented, but shows a similar dependence on the
coverage.48 The electrostatic repulsion between the differe
Ba dipoles results in a uniform distribution of the Ba atom
across the substrate for both the Ba/W and the Ba
system.47

As an alternative method of inducing work functio
changes, the Ba/W~110! system at a fixed Ba coverage
uBa50.4 ML (w51.8 eV) was exposed to an increasin
amount of oxygen~0–4 L!. The oxygen adsorption leads t
depolarization of the Ba-W dipoles and counteracts the ef
of the alkali-earth adsorption.49–51The oxygen exposure thu
increased the work function to a value that is close to tha
clean W~110!. Figure 2 also shows the work function for th
Ba/O/W~110! system as a function of oxygen exposure~solid
circles!.

C. Characteristic velocity method

The characteristic velocity can be derived from the dep
dence of the measured LEIS signal on the initial energy
the ions. The LEIS signalSk(Ei) for ions with initial energy
Ei scattering from speciesk is defined as the area of th
corresponding peak in the LEIS spectrum and is proportio
to the surface densitynk and the ion fractionPk

1(Ei)
~Ref. 38!:

Sk~Ei !5«~Ei !T~Ei !
dsk

dV
~Ei !Pk

1~Ei !nk . ~2!

Here «(Ei) and T(Ei) are the ion detection efficiency an
the analyzer transmission, respectively, which both dep
on the energy of the ions.38,52 The differential scattering
cross sectiondsk /dV(Ei) depends on the initial ion energ
and can be calculated by using, e.g., the Molie`re approxima-
tion to the Thomas-Fermi potential.53,54 The influence of the
roughness on the LEIS signal is neglected here because
ordered flat single crystals are used. Combining Eqs.~1! and
~2!, we find

lnS Sk~Ei !

«~Ei !T~Ei !
]sk

]V
~Ei !

D 5 ln~nk!2vc
k 1

v
~Ei !. ~3!

This equation shows that the characteristic velocityvc
k for

scattering from speciesk can be derived from the energ
dependence of the LEIS signal after correcting for the ene
dependences of the detection efficiency, analyzer trans
sion, and scattering cross section. Plotting the logarithm
the corrected signal versus the reciprocal ion velocity yie
the characteristic velocity as the slope of the line. Note t
Eq. ~3! only holds if the neutralization mechanisms rema
the same over the energy range being studied. If a neu
ization mechanism is only operating in part of the ene
range or the characteristic velocity for a process changes
plot will not show a simple straight line and the analysis do
not work.
19541
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At infinite velocity the ion fraction equals unity, and thu
the surface densitynk of the species under investigation ca
be derived by extrapolating the LEIS signal to infinite velo
ity. It should be noted that in general caution is required
such an extrapolation, since it is only valid if the neutraliz
tion mechanism follows Eq.~1! with a constant characteristi
velocity over the entire energy range: we refer to the lite
ture for details on using the extrapolation method for t
system.55

If the instrumental energy dependences of the setup
not exactly known, the characteristic velocity cannot be c
rectly derived. For our LEIS setup the energy dependence
the detection efficiency and analyzer transmission have b
investigated and reported elsewhere.38

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Evidence for work function dependent neutralization

A demonstration of the influence of the work function o
the neutralization of the ions is given in Fig. 3. Here the i
scattering signal for 2-keV Ne1 ions scattered from Ba at
oms is shown as a function of Ba coverage. For low
coverages (uBa,0.12 ML) and corresponding high wor
functions (w.3.4 eV) the Ba signal is proportional to the B
coverage, as expected for a constant neutralization prob
ity. Above a coverage ofuBa50.12 ML a deviation from this
proportionality is observed, and the Ba signal decreases
increasing Ba coverage. The W substrate signal continuo
decreases with increasing Ba coverage, which indicates
no cluster formation takes place and that the Ba adato
form a uniform layer.46,47Since the initial energy of the Ne1

ions was fixed, the detection efficiency, analyzer transm
sion, and scattering cross section are constant. The obse
behavior can therefore only be explained by a strong c
tinuous decrease of the ion fraction with increasing covera
the signal decreases because the ion fraction decreases
than the Ba density increases. Identical trends in the sig
intensity versus coverage have been observed for He1, Ne1,
and Ar1 ions. Evidently, above a certain Ba coverage—i.
below a certain work function—an additional neutralizati
channel is available, and Eq.~3! does not describe the io

FIG. 3. LEIS signal of 2-keV Ne1 ions scattered from the Ba
adatoms as a function of Ba coverage. The dashed line represe
extrapolation of linear behavior observed at low coverages.
4-4
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scattering yield correctly with the same characteristic vel
ity for different work functions.

B. Characteristic velocity versus work function

In Fig. 4 several characteristic velocity plots for Ne1 ions
scattered from Ba adatoms are presented to demonstrat
influence of the work function on the neutralization behavi
Here the Ba signal corrected for the instrumental energy
pendence~right ordinate scale! is shown versus the recipro
cal velocity. Extrapolation of the data points to infinite v
locity yields the Ba coverage on the left ordinate scale. T
reciprocal velocity was calculated as 1/v51/v i11/v f based
on the CIN mechanism, as explained in Sec. II D.

In Fig. 4~a! ~top panel! the characteristic velocity plots ar
shown forw.3.4 eV, where the Ba signal is proportional
the Ba coverage. For these high work functions the cha
teristic velocity, represented by the slope of the line, is c
stant. This indicates that at high work functions the noble
ions are neutralized by a mechanism insensitive to w
function changes. In addition, it is observed that the extra
lation to infinite velocity gives the correct Ba coverage
calibrated by Auger analysis.

In Fig. 4~b! ~middle panel! the characteristic velocity
plots are shown forw,3.4 eV, where the Ba signal de

FIG. 4. Characteristic velocity plots for different work func
tions. The initial energy scale is shown on the top axis. The s
lines show linear regressions to the data, where the slopes repr
the characteristic velocities.~a! High work functions,~b! low work
functions, and~c! contribution from resonant neutralization. Th
dashed line is explained in Sec. IV D.
19541
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creases with increasing Ba coverage. For comparison,
characteristic velocity plot for a work function ofw
54.5 eV is also shown. The characteristic velocity clea
increases with decreasing work function. Thus at low wo
functions a mechanism occurs where the neutralization p
ability depends on the work function. Furthermore, it is a
parent that the extrapolation to infinite velocity results in
overestimation of the Ba coverage. The explanation for t
overestimation is given in Sec. IV D.

The characteristic velocities derived from these plots
shown in Fig. 5~a! versus the work function. The figur
shows a constant characteristic velocity plateau at high w
functions (w.3.4 eV) and a linear increase of the charact
istic velocity at low work functions (w,3.4 eV). Identical
trends in the characteristic velocity versus work functi
curve are observed for He1, Ne1, and Ar1 ions: only the
threshold below which the low-work-function neutralizatio
channel is available depends on the ion type~see Table I!.
The characteristic velocity values of the high-work-functi
plateau also depend on the ion type and are summarize
Table I. Figure 5~b! shows the increase in the characteris
velocity relative to the constant value observed at high w
functions. For example, the Ne1 curve in Fig. 5~b! is ob-
tained by subtracting a value ofvc51.123105 m/s from the
entire characteristic velocity curve in Fig. 5~a!.

C. Auger versus collision-induced neutralization

In this section we discuss the basic neutralization mec
nism for noble gas ions that is available at all work fun
tions. Resonant neutralization involving the first excit
level can only take place at low work functions and is the

d
ent

FIG. 5. ~a! Characteristic velocities for Ne1 ions scattered from
the Ba adatoms as a function of the work function. The open circ
correspond to Ba adsorption on W~110!, the solid squares to Ba an
O coadsorbed on the W~110! surface, and the solid triangles to B
adsorbed on the Re~0001! surface. The vertical dashed line repr
sents the onset of the low-work-function mechanism.~b! The in-
crease in the characteristic velocity for the different ions relative
the characteristic velocity at high work functions.
4-5
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TABLE I. Overview of the neutralizaton results for the different ions scattered from Ba and W at
Eg5energy of the ground state.Ei5energy of the first excited level.fonset5work function threshold for
low-work-function mechanism. vc(Ba)5characteristic velocity for Ba at uBa50 ML. Vc(W)
5characteristic velocity for W atuBa50 ML.

Eg

~eV!
Ei

~eV!
f threshold

~eV!
vc ~Ba!

~105 m s21)
vc ~W!

~105 m s21)

He1 24.6 4.77 3.260.05 4.7260.15 3.2060.15
Ne1 21.6 4.95 3.460.05 1.1260.11 1.7060.08
Ar1 15.8 4.21 2.960.05 0.7260.08 1.8160.10
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fore not considered here~see Sec. IV D!. Neutralization can
thus take place by either AN or CIN. We focus on the resu
for He1 ions since most of the neutralization studies in t
literature use He1 ions. Figure 6 presents the characteris
velocities for He1 scattered from various targets througho
the periodic system as determined by Mikhailovet al.18 us-
ing an initial energy range between 1 and 3.5 keV~open
symbols!. The characteristic velocities determined in th
work for He1 scattered from Ba and W atoms in the hig
work-function limit (w.3.4 eV) are indicated by crosse
~3!. Figure 6 also shows the re-ionization probabilities
He1 ions for various target atoms as determined by So
et al.17 ~solid symbols!. The striking similarity between the
re-ionization and neutralization trends across the perio
system was already noted by Mikailovet al. and strongly
suggests that CIN plays an important role in the neutral
tion of noble gas ions~see Sec. II!.

The characteristic velocities determined here for Ba a
W fit very well in the observed trends. These trends in
re-ionization have been qualitatively explained by Tsuka
et al.,20,21 who calculated the level promotion of the groun
state during the close encounter of He1 ions and various
target atoms. These calculations show that for the VIII-b

FIG. 6. Characteristic velocities for He1 ions scattered from
various elements in the periodic table as measured by Mikha
et al. ~Ref. 18! ~open symbols!. For comparison, the re-ionizatio
probabilities as measured by Soudaet al. ~Ref. 17! are also shown
~solid symbols!. The characteristic velocities for He1 scattered
from Ba and W are indicated by the crosses~3!. The dashed line
represents the estimated Auger contribution based on the ele
density and assuming a dominant Auger neutralization for Pd.
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elements no or little promotion takes place, while for t
elements in the first columns of the periodic system
ground state of the noble gas ions is strongly promoted. T
the minimum in the characteristic velocities in Fig. 6 arou
the VIII-II b elements is caused by the absence of suffici
promotion and the resulting absence of CIN.

Goldberget al.19 performedab initio calculations of the
neutralization of He1 ions scattered from Pd and conclude
that in this case CIN is not significant, but that AN is dom
nant. Assuming that the characteristic velocity for Pd in F
6 is completely due to AN, we can estimate the upper limit
the Auger contributions across the periodic system. The
rate is in first-order approximation proportional to the squ
of the density of electrons available for the transition~see
Sec. II!. The estimated Auger contribution is indicated in F
6 by the dashed curve, where the electron density for
various elements was calculated by dividing the number
valence electrons by the atomic volume.

We conclude that for neutralization of He1 ions scattered
from Ba adatoms and all alkali and alkali-earth elements,
Auger mechanism plays no significant role. The neutrali
tion thus must be dominated by CIN at high work function
We emphasize that this conclusion is only valid for the init
energies used here. At lower energies~,0.5 keV!, CIN will
often not be possible due to the threshold energy for su
cient promotion, and consequently the neutralization will
dominated by AN. Furthermore, the conclusion is also o
valid for the small impact parameters that are required for
ions to be backscattered~impact parameters in this stud
range between 0.02 and 0.09 Å!. At large impact parameter
the ground level promotion is not sufficient for CIN to tak
place, and AN will be the dominant mechanism. To det
mine at which impact parameter and energy AN becom
important needs further experimental and theoretical wor

That CIN is the dominant neutralization mechanism is
agreement with the observed insensitivity of the characte
tic velocity to the work function~at high work functions!.
The ground-state promotion of the ions is determined by
core levels of the target, and the resulting resonant cha
transfer involves the levels at the bottom of the conduct
band. The neutralization probability due to CIN is therefo
not expected to be sensitive to work function changes.
though Fig. 5 shows that the characteristic velocity increa
at low work functions, CIN is expected to be work functio
independent over the whole work function range. The c
tribution of CIN is indicated in the figure by the horizont
dashed line. The characteristic velocity due to RN at l

v
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work functions~see Sec. IV D! is superimposed on the cha
acteristic velocity due to CIN.

A similar neutralization behavior is observed for He1,
Ne1, and Ar1 ions @see Fig. 5~b!#, which suggests that CIN
is also the dominant mechanism for Ne1 and Ar1 ions at
high work functions. However, definite conclusions can o
be made when more results for neutralization of these i
during scattering from various target atoms across the p
odic system become available.

D. Resonant neutralization at low work functions

In order to show that neutralization of noble gas ions
low work functions takes place by RN to the first excit
level, we will demonstrate that the behavior observed in t
work can be described by resonant charge exchange th
We start by extracting that part of the neutralization proba
ity that is exclusively due to RN at low work functions. Th
approach is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for Ne1 ions. The pro-
portionality between signal and coverage observed foruBa
,0.12 ML is extrapolated to larger coverages as is indica
by the dashed line. The extrapolation is only shown up
uBa50.15 ML, but actually extends to a signal intensity
1.83105 counts/nC for a coverage ofuBa50.4 ML. This
line thus represents the hypothetical ion scattering signa
case CIN and AN were the only available mechanisms
RN were absent. The decrease of the measured signal
pared to the dashed line is thus ascribed to RN. The
fraction due to this mechanism is obtained by dividing t
measured signal intensity~solid curve in Fig. 3! by the hy-
pothetical signal intensity~dashed line in Fig. 3!. The result-
ing ion fractions for Ne1 scattered from Ba are shown in Fig
7 on a logarithmic scale versus the work function for diffe
ent initial energies. It is observed that the ion fraction d
creases exponentially with decreasing work function, wh
the rate of decrease diminishes with increasing initial ene
Moreover, the work function below which RN is possib
depends on the initial energy of the ions.

These observations can be explained as follows. When
work function decreases, the Fermi level is raised and

FIG. 7. Ion fraction exclusively due to the resonant neutrali
tion mechanism. Note the logarithmic scale of the ion fraction. O
the 2- and 5-keV data points are shown for clarity. The arrow in
cates the difference in onset of the low-work-function mechanis
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fraction of the broadened first excited level that is filled
the freezing distance increases~see Fig. 1!. Therefore, the
neutralization probability increases with decreasing wo
function. Resonant charge exchange theory predicts for
ion fraction27,56

P15expS 2C
«a2«F

gv D . ~4!

Here«a is the energy of the first excited state at the freez
distance and«F is the Fermi level of the metal~see Fig. 1!.
The constantC depends on the details of the charge e
change model used,24,59 but its value is not relevant for the
discussion here. The velocity is defined asv5v f

' because the
neutralization probability is determined on the outgoing t
jectory. The decay constantg describes the decrease of th
width D(z) of the first excited level with increasing distanc
z between the ion and surface:

D~z!5D0e2gz. ~5!

The exponential decrease of the ion fraction with decreas
work function as observed in Fig. 7 is thus consistent w
the theory. Moreover, Eq.~4! predicts that the characteristi
velocity increases linearly with decreasing work function,
observed from Fig. 5. The increase of the characteristic
locity with decreasing work function is similar for the differ
ent ions@see Fig. 5~b!#, which suggests that the decay co
stants g are comparable for the ions. Although to o
knowledge no reports are available in the literature that co
pare the decay constants for different noble gas ions,57 this
similarity is reasonable since calculations of the level wid
show the decay constants to be comparable for different
kali ions.58

Resonant neutralization to the first excited level is n
possible when the Fermi level is equal to the energy of
excited level for the ion at rest at infinite distance from t
surface~see Fig. 1!. This is consistent with Fig. 5, where th
work function below which RN is possible is approximate
1.5 eV lower than expected based on the energy of the le
at infinite distance from the surface~see Table I!. This lower
work function compared to the energy of the first excit
level is caused by the level shift of the ions near t
surface.56,59,60The shift of the first excited level a few ang
strom from the surface where the charge state is frozen i
the order of 1 or 2 eV.13,14 For RN to take place, the Ferm
level has to be near or above the energy of the first exc
level at the freezing distance. Hence the energy«a is defined
at the freezing distance. For example, if in Fig. 1 the Fer
edge is aligned with the energy of the first excited level
the ion at infinite distance from the surface~dashed line in
Fig. 1!, no neutralization is possible. The difference betwe
the energy of the first excited level and the work functi
threshold for RN is similar for the different ions because t
level shifts of the ions are comparable at the freez
distance.13,14

The dependence of the work function threshold on
energy of the ions, as seen in Fig. 7, occurs because
freezing distance decreases with increasing velocity.24,25

When the freezing distance decreases, the energy«a in-
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creases, and thus the work function below which RN c
take place decreases. Note that in neutralization of alkali i
no clear dependence of the work function threshold for
on the energy of the ions is observed at energies well be
1 keV, because the level shift changes very little with d
tance at large freezing distances. Since the work func
below which RN occurs depends on the ion energy, the r
tive importance of CIN and RN depends on the ion ene
for a fixed work function. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4~c!,
where a characteristic velocity plot is shown for a work fun
tion w52.8 eV ~solid circles!. For comparison, the charac
teristic velocity plot forw54.5 eV, where only CIN is pos
sible, is also shown~open circles!. The dashed line
corresponds to the hypothetical neutralization behavior aw
52.8 eV in the absence of RN. The decrease of the meas
signal compared to the dashed line is caused by RN.
expected from Fig. 7, at a work function ofw52.8 eV, RN
has a very small influence for an initial energy of 5 keV, b
does lead to a significant signal decrease for lower ini
energies. Because the relative importance of the mechan
depends on the initial energy, the characteristic veloc
method cannot be used to derive the coverage from extr
lation to infinite velocity. Figure 4~c! shows that the extrapo
lation leads to an overestimation of the derived Ba covera
Note that the extrapolation of the dashed line in Fig. 4~c!
indicates the correct coverage since here only one me
nism is available: collision-induced neutralization. The im
plications of these observations for a quantitative comp
tional surface analysis using LEIS at low-work functio
systems is discussed elsewhere.55

We conclude that at low work functions noble gas io
can be neutralized by a resonant electron transfer to the
excited level of the ion. All observations can be described
the resonant charge exchange theory for neutralization
low-energy alkali ions.

E. Macroscopic work function versus local potential

Investigations of RN of low-energy alkali ions hav
shown that the neutralization probability is governed by
macroscopic work function.56,58,61A freezing distance of the
order of a few angstrom is in agreement with the concep
a macroscopic work function, since at this distance the lo
potential of the atoms is smeared out and the electron di
bution is rather smooth. However, most of these studies h
used initial ion energies well below 1 keV. To valida
whether the concept of a macroscopic work function can
extrapolated to higher initial energies and correspond
smaller freezing distances, the method of inducing the w
function changes was varied. A comparison of the neutral
tion behavior of the Ba/W, Ba/Re, and Ba/O/W systems
performed in Fig. 5~a!, where the characteristic velocities fo
Ne1 ions scattered from Ba adatoms are shown versus
work function ~see also Sec. III B!. Note that the oxygen in
the Ba/O/W system is positioned in the plane between the
and W atoms and does not shield the Ba atoms from
incident ions.2,62

For these different systems, the characteristic velo
shows the same dependence on work function, indepen
of the method of inducing the work function changes. Ho
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ever, the local potentials of the Ba atoms at a certain w
function are not identical. The work function decrease for
Ba/W system is achieved by increasing the number of Ba
dipoles, where the dipole strength remains approxima
constant up to a coverage ofuBa50.3 ML. In contrast, for
the Ba/O/W system the density of the dipoles equals the
density at the work function minimum, but due to the adso
tion of oxygen, the average dipole strength decreases and
work function increases. Therefore, for the same mac
scopic work function, both systems have different local p
tentials of the Ba atoms. Similarly, because the work fu
tion of the clean Re~0001! substrate is larger than for th
clean W~110! substrate (wRe56.0 eV), an identical macro
scopic work function for the Ba/W and Ba/Re systems
quires a different dipole arrangement. We can thus concl
that also for noble gas ions at initial energies of a few ke
the neutralization probability of the resonant mechanism
governed by the macroscopic work function.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the neutralization of noble gas i
by studying the neutralization probability of He1, Ne1, and
Ar1 ions scattered from Ba atoms on surfaces with differ
work functions. Through combining our results with those
previous neutralization studies available in the literature,
have shown that for noble gas ions scattered from Ba at
and other alkali~-earth! elements, collision-induced neutra
ization is the dominant process. It should be stressed that
is only valid for the initial energies~2–5 keV! and small
impact parameters~typically up to 0.09 Å! used here. At
lower energies or larger impact parameters CIN might not
possible because the ground state is insufficiently promo
and then the neutralization will be dominated by AN. T
neutralization probability due to CIN is insensitive to wo
function changes since the promotion depends on the
levels of the target atoms. Moreover, since CIN takes pl
during the close encounter between the ion and target a
the neutralization probability is expected to be insensitive
the scattering geometry.

Resonant neutralization to the first excited level of t
noble gas ions was observed at low work functions. T
work function dependence of the neutralization probability
consistent with the resonant charge exchange theory. R
nant neutralization is only possible below a certain wo
function, which depends on the ionization potential of t
first excited level and on the velocity of the ion. The neutr
ization probability due to the resonant mechanism increa
exponentially with decreasing work function, while the ra
of increase is determined by the velocity of the ion and
decay constant of the level width. In contrast to AN and CI
the neutralization probability for this resonant channel is
determined by the specific ion-target combination, but rat
is governed by the macroscopic work function. Cons
quently, the neutralization probability is determined by t
velocity of the ion perpendicular to the surface and thus
pends not only on the energy of the ion, but also on
scattering geometry.
4-8
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